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There has been a lot of media commentary around the topic of apartment building quality in New Zealand. 

Whilst we don’t claim to be doing everything perfectly at NZ Living we believe we are getting the fundamentals 

right. We wanted to share some background information on this with you.

This is a topic we could write a book about and dive into much detail. It is complex and if the detail is not for 

you then cut straight to the last illustration and take comfort in the knowledge you are the wise one of the three 

characters in this little story having a house built with bricks.

There are three main flaws that typically occur in apartment buildings:

 A. Watertightness issues with the building envelope.

 B. Fire Separation faults between apartments.

 C. Body Corporates without professional Long Term Maintenance Plans.

We will now summarise what we believe causes these issues, and then explain what NZ Living does differently to 

construct your new home.

A. WATER-TIGHTNESS

Causes of problems.

Overly complex design detailing, multiple material choices and junctions between these and a reliance on a 

single layer with a paint and sealant product to provide the water proofing.

For example, the St Lukes apartment complex of 285 units has precast concrete panels as the only thing between 

the elements and interior of these homes. These concrete panels are painted and where they are joined a silicon 

sealant is required to keep the moisture out. If the concrete panel has a crack in it or the paint/sealant is not 

carefully maintained the moisture can track inside.

There is also a weak point at balconies where waterproofing is reliant on a bituminous membrane that only 

comes with a 10-year warrantee. Under tiles/decking this is difficult and expensive to replace.
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Our approach.

We build a simple but solid block or concrete structure all the way to roof level, coat with two water sealant layers 

to blocks or at concrete joints, then have a 50mm ventilated cavity to a 70mm solid brick veneer in the main or a 

2mm powder-coated aluminium cladding.

The beauty of this construction method is that it is forgiving, self-healing and virtually maintenance free for the 

life of the building. By that we mean, if moisture managed to get past the bricks/aluminium and into the cavity 

it will dry out in the ventilated cavity space before it would track inside. Similarly, the roof space is protected by a 

solid concrete slab which is highly unusual in an industry dominated by the use of light timber framing.

This double concrete/masonry and brick system has been used in wet European climates for hundreds of years 

and 2mm Nuwall aluminium material is guaranteed for 50 years.

The cost of a precast panel with paint system is about $260/m2. The cost of our solid concrete/block wall and 

brick or aluminium system is $480/m2. Money well spent we think for peace of mind.
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B. FIRE SEPARATION

Cause of problems.

Different wall construction types requiring different fire detail solutions leading to additional supervision 

requirements and a complex array of solutions. Not using a comprehensive QA system and independent 

verification throughout the construction process. The Altera apartment building in Stonefields appears to have 

suffered these pitfalls.

Our approach.

We keep it simple with solid concrete/block walls between all apartments and lobbies. This requires one standard 

solution which is applied by experienced applicators, QA checks by professional Fire Engineers and again by 

Auckland Council building inspectors – to every penetration.

We catalogue all works so that if at any time in the future someone had a question about fire separation details 

we would be able to pull up a photo of every installation, know the date the work was done, know when the Fire 

Engineers did their QA and when Council did their inspection.

 

C. BODY CORPORATE/LONG TERM MAINTENANCE PLAN

Cause of problems.

Developers not preparing a comprehensive long term maintenance plan to show an artificially low Body Corporate 

budget to encourage sales. Then engaging a Body Corporate manager that does not have a responsible approach 

to setting adequate maintenance plans and budgets in place for the good care of the property.

Our approach.

Opus International prepared a 20-year LTMP for our project typology and this is used to set initial budgets. 

Auckland Body Corporate Limited are then appointed as managers who in turn commission a professionally 

prepared LTMP for each development.

SUMMARY 
We can imagine that the media commentary around apartment construction may cause concern. We wanted to 

let you know the measures we have taken so that we all may sleep well at night knowing the big bad wolf is not 

going to come along and blow your house down. Trust in that we have not built with straw or sticks, but brick.

 


